
HDC LCD Leadership Team Meeting 

July 28, 2021 via Zoom  

 

Zoom Recording 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/juO7Ub3pBA_w15qrBYr3rvsHLzVfbMxO9JS0ODRZkviptx

pWAqpOZhcGHjzYxTcP.PHGqa9mlKZbsJ_15  Passcode: 7$svhc3f 

 

Meeting Summary 

We started the meeting with an introduction activity where people identified on a map where they 

live/call home, and then where else they love/care about. We used this as a jumping off point to start 

talking about the High Divide geography and what types of places we think about within this landscape. 

Following this warm up, Emily gave a brief overview of the various renditions of how the High Divide 

geography has been defined for different purposes and the rest of the meeting was spent discussing how 

we might define the High Divide for the purpose of LCD planning.  

 

Geography Takeaways: Many people felt that watershed boundaries would be the most practical and 

logical way to define the area in both an ecological and social context. A few existing maps we looked at 

are good starting points, and it will be helpful in our next meeting to be able to show various layers 

toggled on and off. It will also likely be best to start with a larger area going into the LCD process.  

 

Action Items/Next Steps 

● Please fill out this doodle poll to determine a monthly meeting time if you have not already!  

● Amy, Sean, and Bray will develop some draft boundary maps and email them to the group before 

our next meeting (end of August) 

 

 
 

 

Background on the High Divide Geography (Emily) 

● LWCF map: includes all of the Frank Church, northern boundary is south of Butte 

● Original LCC map: straddles the Crown and GYC ecosystems 

● There have been a lot of conversation throughout the history of the collaborative, and this fluidity 

is representative of how participation fluctuates according to the activity 

● Sage Grouse movements accounted for the expansion of the area into the desert  

 

Geography Discussion  

● Is there a map that resonates? Which boundaries are working/not working?  

○ David Callister, Rob Mason, Liz Davy: southern boundaries of the green High Divide 

map work, looks good from watershed/wildlife connectivity standpoint, includes only 

part of Frank Church which makes it more community centric  

○ Yvonne: the LCC map goes too far north and east, should include White Sulfur Springs 

and Big Timber watersheds  

○ David C: LCC map is good in that it is broad and encompasses watersheds that influence 

the smaller landscape 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/juO7Ub3pBA_w15qrBYr3rvsHLzVfbMxO9JS0ODRZkviptxpWAqpOZhcGHjzYxTcP.PHGqa9mlKZbsJ_15
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/juO7Ub3pBA_w15qrBYr3rvsHLzVfbMxO9JS0ODRZkviptxpWAqpOZhcGHjzYxTcP.PHGqa9mlKZbsJ_15
https://doodle.com/poll/wh54drs25cck467z


○ Kathy Rinaldi: Why was the South Fork of the Snake not included? Liz: politics, lots of 

discussion prevented us from including it the first time around.  

● Areas of overlap (GYC/the Crown/other) 

○ Sean: start big, go smaller as we go  

○ Deb: maybe the overlap between the systems makes sense because you have some habitat 

and ecological connectivity  

○ Liz: whatever boundary we agree on, we just need to be able to explain/justify it 

○ Rob: HD should fill out the gap between the Crown and GYC, likes the green map minus 

the Crazies and Little Belt 

○ Gregg: is this a technical exercise or do we need to think about creating a boundary that 

will engage people in these areas?  

○ David C: we need a hybrid, better off starting with something big.  

● Engaging county commissioners? 

○ Zach Owen: we need to reach out to them!  

○ David C: we should reach out to the counties that are well within, draw boundaries based 

on watersheds 

○ Rob: also think we need to engage them. 

○ Steve: I will be engaging with commissioners in Ravalli  

● What do you want to see before you make a decision?  

○ State wildlife action plans  

○ No hard line on the park  

○ Watershed boundaries  

○ A view where we can toggle layers (watersheds, migration corridors, political 

boundaries) 

● Tribal interests: let’s not forget about including them in our boundary conversations and 

considerations.  

 

Logistics: 

● Everyone on the call was interested in an in-person meeting  

● A hybrid option will be available for those who cannot make an in-person meeting  

● Likely October alongside the fall HDC celebration!  

 


